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PlayPower is a family of brands dedicated to inspiring people of all ages to experience the power of play. Together we’re the global leader in producing unique experiences for indoor, outdoor, and aquatic locations. We are experts in providing distinctive, memorable experiences that encourage everyone to be together and enjoy more playful lives.

PlayPower’s manufacturing facilities in the United States encompass more than 1 million square feet. In addition, we have 65,000 square feet of manufacturing space in Mexico and 290,000 square feet in Europe. Within these spaces, PlayPower brands deliver full manufacturing capabilities in rotational molding, metal fabrication and finishing, woodworking, soft goods assembly, fiberglass molding, and rope design and engineering.

Transform the Ultimate Outdoor Experience

PlayPower will help Boy Scouts of America increase camp participation by creating one-of-a-kind experiences proven to delight scouts of all ages.

We will achieve this through a turnkey process ranging from collaborative custom design to full build-out of unique and innovative outdoor experiences thoroughly appropriate for the Boy Scouts of America organization. Play is one of the most transformative things humans do.

We believe play is essential for us to thrive. Through this commitment, we promote happier individuals and healthier communities.
ADVANCING THE POWER OF PLAY

We’d like you to meet one of the greatest families in the world. PlayPower. We lead the world in recreation equipment manufacturing—everything from commercial playgrounds to floating modular boat docks, all professionally supported by over 500 sales consultants around the world. We’re one family of 12 brands working to create the best experience for you. A good family can make all the difference!

MAKE IT MEANINGFUL

Is the outdoor experience developmentally appropriate for the participants? Does it provide opportunities for true inclusion? When generating and evaluating our play concepts, we consider opportunities for cognitive, creative, physical, sensory, social, and emotional development. By maximizing the meaningful value of our designs, we increase engagement and positive outcomes. Our goal is to advance play worldwide by building friendships, promoting health, and strengthening our communities.

MAKE IT RELEVANT

Scouting today is vastly different from that of previous generations. More electronic connection. More physical isolation. Less riding bikes down the street and playing in the woods. Issues like obesity, hyper-competition, and toxic stress swirl through today’s adolescent years, along with an ongoing flood of technological and design innovations. To attract scouts, hold their attention, and spark their imaginations, outdoor experiences must innovate and evolve; not with mere cosmetic variations, but with fresh, foundational concepts that make them compelling.
WE ARE A GLOBAL BUSINESS
1,800 People Strong, Working Together

KEY SITES AND MANUFACTURING FACILITIES

1. Global HQ North Carolina
2. Pennsylvania
3. Indiana
4. Missouri
5. Texas
6. Colorado
7. Mexico
8. Morocco
9. France
10. Germany
11. United Kingdom
12. Sweden
13. Poland
PLAYPOWER ADVANTAGE

- **12** brand driven to enable play from concept to manufacturing to installation and continued support throughout the product’s life cycle
- Over **1,800** employees with one goal - to create the best play experiences
- **5** primary market categories; indoor play, outdoor play, site amenities, water & safety surfacing
- Global business: we have customers in **200+** countries, on 6 continents with hundreds of thousands play experiences worldwide
- **Millions** of kids and families EXPERIENCE PlayPower daily
CREATIVITY
Unique in design from concept development to project completion, PlayPower creates projects that fit your space, your audience and your budget. Our designers employ the strictest design standards to create safe, fun and exciting play experiences for scouts, while maximizing your return on investment.

TURNKEY APPROACH
PlayPower is here to support you every step of the way, from ideas to designs, engineering, manufacturing, project management, installation and after-installation care. We have a wide range of services to help you develop your vision and ensure a successful design and installation.

GLOBAL REACH
PlayPower is one of the largest playground and recreation companies in the world. All of our brands have an expansive global footprint that gives you access to worldwide resources.

WORLD CLASS SERVICE
PlayPower treats each customer with the care they deserve. From designers who know how to fit our products into your space design, to manufacturing managers who insist on the very finest construction, to representatives who keep you connected to new, revenue-building ideas in play products, we promise you our best efforts to ensure your satisfaction.

PLAYPOWER CAPABILITIES
Design
• Site design and layout
• Materials and finishes
• Graphics
• Industrial design
• CAD design, AutoCAD, 3D Studio Max, SketchUp/3D and Maya
• Custom design
• Custom theming
• ADA, ASTM, CSA and EN compliant designs

Engineering
• Drawings
• Custom product engineering
• Prototyping for standard and custom products
• Stamped drawings

Project Management
• Working drawings with specifications
• Timeline and scheduling
• Submittals and plans
• Budgeting

Manufacturing
• Manufacturing facilities in Colorado, Indiana, Mexico, Missouri, Pennsylvania, Poland, and Texas
• Custom manufacturing
• Rotational molding
• Metal fabrication
• CNC routing
• Wood fabrication
• Powder painting
• Timely delivery

Installation and Maintenance
• Delivery
• PlayPower-approved installers
• Supervisory services
• Full installation contract
• After sale support
• PlayPower-approved repair services
• PlayPower-approved cleaning services
• Aftermarket parts
INSPIRING THE WORLD TO PLAY

Our creative team includes industrial, graphic, and interior designers, 3D artists and illustrators, all with a unique ability to bring your vision to life through distinctive ideation and creative execution. With unparalleled talent and the latest in technological resources, the PlayPower design team offers design solutions to transform any space into a high-value entertainment setting.

Need ideas to spark your imagination? PlayPower clients are welcome to access our massive library of pre-designed elements and environments.
EZ Dock provides unlimited waterfront solutions with easy to configure floating docks, ports, launches, and walkways.
Wabash Valley offers outdoor site amenities that are both functional additions and beautiful accents to any outdoor space.
Playworld delivers innovative play experiences that encourage endless wonder in children and adults of all abilities.
USA SHADE & Fabric Structures provides full design/build fabric shade structures that add visual distinction and protection against the elements.
Soft Play is a design-build company that delivers innovative, imaginative, one-of-a-kind family attractions that provide endless play possibilities.
Thank you for your time.
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